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Introduction
Planning so far:
• Goals for protoDUNE II
• Intermediate milestones

Going forward:
• Include more plan details (e.g. Jira tickets and Gantt)
• Initial investigations in some areas

Also:
• Goals for ‘before’ and ‘from’ the DAQ workshop
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Dataflow Areas of Work (2020-21)
DAQ Software Toolkit (“framework”)

Storage of Raw Data (including ‘event building’)

High Level Filter

Inter-Working Group Interfaces

System Integration and Support
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protoDUNE-II Goals, part 1
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DAQ Software Toolkit

• Functionality and tools for developing Trigger and DAQ applications.

Storage of Raw Data (dataflow, storage, data format)

• Overall functionality - see following diagrams
• Thorough understanding of the performance of various options
• Two fully implemented options - conservative baseline and leading 

candidate for next-generation model

High Level Filter

• Infrastructure for data movement and hooks for algorithms
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protoDUNE-II Goals, part 2
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Inter-Working Group Interfaces

• Agree-upon, documented, and taken into account in design

System Integration and Support

• Successful integrations; identified team and roles to tackle problems



protoDUNE-II System Goals?
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The previous slides listed the goals that we have within the DFWG for PDSP-II 
running.  In addition to those, there are features that we would like to see 
available in the full DAQ system that we list here as requests to other working 
groups:

• Partitioning at a similar level of functionality as what is available in PDSP-I
• Operational monitoring that provides insight into useful quantities like the 

buffer usage within all parts of the system

Also:

• Teststands?
• Build/release changes



Intermediate Milestones
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Milestones for Summer 2020, Winter 2020/21, and Summer 
2021 in each of the work areas. 

Some initial proposals are listed on the following slides.  
Exact details may change as we learn from initial 
investigations.



Deliverables for Summer 2020
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● Full list of software toolkit functions that are needed (e.g. algorithm execution, data transport, data 
objects, circular buffer).

○ For data objects, full list (eg trigger primitives, trigger candidates, etc) and fields present
○ Understand all of the places where data/messages are passed, and their associated 

rates/latency requirements etc
● Metrics interface for software apps; reference implementation; adoption in artdaq/ptmp apps
● Demonstrated writing of an HDF5 protodune-like data file (stand-alone first, then part of DAQ?)
● Global file system investigation - technology survey, stand-alone throughput tests
● Understand the interfaces needed between DF and other groups regarding partitioning 
● Understand the configuration interface with CCM



Deliverables for Winter 2020/21
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● Reference implementation of each software toolkit function identified earlier
● Proof-of-concept implementation of Global file system/HDF5 event building 

within DAQ software toolkit
● Choice of the small number of storage options that we will support in run II
● Proof-of-concept implementation of data handling for HLF
● A few test stands running at different institutions



Deliverables for Summer 2021
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● Incorporate the partitioning plan into the DF software
● More robust implementation(s) of selected storage schemes
● Integration testing on test stands complete



Capturing tasks and milestones
• Populating JIRA: https://its.cern.ch/jira/projects/DUNEDAQDATAFLOW



Leading up to the DAQ Workshop
• Additional planning (e.g. next level of detail)
• Initial list of SW toolkit functionality types, candidate 

operational monitoring interface
• Initial work on HDF5 (e.g. protoDUNE data into an HDF5 

file)
• Documentation of initial investigations of event building 

performance
• Draft list of interfaces between Dataflow and other 

subsystems/ working groups



Coming out of the DAQ workshop
• Agreed-upon plan for progress with the DAQ SW toolkit
• Consensus on the general direction for Data Format and 

storage; plans for initial tasks
• Good understanding of the general direction and some 

initial ‘getting started’ tasks for the High Level Filter work
• Good understanding of Interfaces with other 

subsystems, especially CCM
• Good understanding of interplay between software 

toolkit organization and build/release plans


